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l.Inhoduction
In funre miniatrnized systems, speed ofISI will

be mainly determined by interconnect delay, not by gate delay[l].
The analysis mettrod is, however, mainly based on the simple RC
delay model, which is determined by DC resistance and static
capacitance. Moreover, in such model, inductance and skin effect,
which are indispensable to analyze high frequency characteristics of
interconnects are ignored. Anottrer analysis method must be taken
to estimaie funre interconnect characteristics precisely.

In this paper, we introdrce a stacked coaxial sfiucturp and
analyzn signal propagation properties with 2-D effect or width
effect" which was neglected in our previous analysis with infinite
width interconnectsl2] by solving Maxwell's equation for grven
interconnect structure. We also describe propagation properties of
novel interconnect and subsfarc stuch.ue, such as gas-isolated and
metal subshate sfruchre, which is the most promising for future
high speed giga-scale integration.

Z Solving Maxrrell's equations with stackd ooaxial structre
Sinae it is very complicated and difficult to analyze real

interconnect sfiucture directly by solving Maxwell's equations, we
have infroduced stacked coaxial stucture which well reflect tlre real
interconnect sEucfire shown in Fig.l. Inner nretal (interconnect)
wiilr its dianreter: d is surrounded by interlayer dielecuic having
relative permittivity and thickness of €rand lpm, respectively. Si
subsfiate whose relative permiuivity, resistivity and ttrickness are
11.9, psi, and 300pm, respectively, surrounds ttre interlayer
dielecric. The Si subsfrate is wrapped with outer metal which is
supposed to have infinite thickness. Bottr relative permittivity of
metal and relative permiability for all materials are supposed to be
1. lnss tangent for both interlayer dielecnic and Si substrate are
neglected. To solve cylindrical Maxwell equations, the Newton
mettrod is used.

3. Results and Discussion
Fig.2 shows signal propagation properties as a function of

interconnect diameter. The cases of Al, Cu and ideal metal whose
resistivity are supposed to be 3, 1.7 arf, 0 FQcrn" respectively, for
interconnect material are shown. If the interconnect dianreter is
larger than some critical diameter: dgril of several pm, propagation
properties are determined by substrate. On ttre contary, for
niurower diameter region, interconnect material determines tlre
propagation characteristics. Interconnect resistivity must be as low
as possible for future submicron interconnects.

Signal propagation properties as a function of substate
resistivity in the case of interconnect diameter of l00pm are shown
in Fig.3. solid line and dashed line are ttre cases of cu and ideal
metal for interconnect material, respectively. The result implies
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exfremely conductive or resistive substate can reduce botlt
attenuation constant and phase constant much less than those in the

case of substrate resistivity of middle resistivity range, i.e., signal
attenuation can be reduced and propagation speed can be increased

by such conductive or resistive subsftate.

Substate volage flucfuation causes eroneous operation of
neighboring tansistors or cross-talk problem. Fig.4 shows effective
rms substrate voltage when lVo* signal is applied in ttre inner

interconnect as a function of subsfiate resistivity, which enables us

to evaluate cross-talk interference. Exftemely conductive subsftate

can maintain substate in quite low level. The results obained from
Fig.2 to Fig.4 indicate that innoduction of metal subsnate and

resulting MIM interconnect sffucture are essential to propagata

signals for long distance without subsfiate noise problem.
Fig5 shows signal propagation properties as a function of

interconnect diameter in the case of MIM sffucture, which is
obained by replacing the Si subsfrate wittr the same metal as the

outer metal. Interconnect and substate materials are supposed to be
Cu. The result indicates that reduction of relative permittivity can
reduce both propagation and phase constant. This result is essential

because for ttrepropagation characteristics improvement in narrow
interconnect region, reducing relative permittivity to I is a physical

limit. Isolation by air or another gases whose relative permittivity is

1 is the only way to obtain the high speed signal propagation

characteristics.

Figs6 and 7 show waveforms of l0Opsec pulse signal
propagating through Cu interconnect in the cases of interconnect

diameter of 0.lpm and 2pm, respectively. (a) and O) in both fignre
are the cases of conventional Si subsuate wittr its resistivity of
lClpm and MIM(CdGaVCu) srucnre, respectively. It is clearly
seen ttrat the gas-isolated, metal subsffate structure can propagate
high speed signals without significant attenuation and delay. The
gas-isolated, metal subsftate sfucture is ttre most promising for
future interconnects with giga-scale integration.

4. Conclusion
lnterconnect and subsftate structure suited for high speed

signal propagation and grga-scale integration are discussed directly
by solving cylindrical Maxwell's equations with stacked
coaxial interconnect structure model. Introduction of metal
substrate and gas-isolated interconnect is the most promising
for future high speed giga-scale integration (Fig.8). Thermal
through-hole shown in the figure effectively enhances
thermal removal of interconnects and strengthens gas-isolated
interconnect structure against mechanical stresses and it is
discussed in the literature[3]. Production technology for metal
substrate and gas-isolated interconnects have already been
developed[3].
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Fig2 Signal propagation p,roperties as a function of intercorurect dianpter. The cases of Al and Cu ae shown.
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